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Introduction and Methodology 

 

This report presents the results of the analysis of street network and public transit in 
Madisonville, Ohio. First, based on visual observation of Madisonville’s street map, we classified 
the streets in four categories: freeways, arterials, connectors, local and cul-de-sacs (as showed on 
map 01). Freeways were identified as any freeway that either crosses or is adjacent to the 
neighborhood boundary. Arterials were defined as major roads that connect the neighborhood to 
farther areas. Therefore, arterials expand beyond the neighborhood’s boundary. Connectors were 
characterized as the streets that connect major roads, usually an arterial or another connector. 
Often, connectors are contained within the neighborhood’s boundary; however, they may farther 
expand in other to connect to a major road just outside the boundary. Local were considered as 
the streets that play a local role in connecting arterials, connectors, or other locals to areas within 
the community. They are mostly contained within the neighborhood’s boundaries or they expand 
to proximate areas. Finally, the cul-de-sacs category includes all dead-end streets with only one 
inlet/outlet, regardless of the existence of an end loop. The classification of the streets allows us 
to identify the contribution of each type of street in the street network of Madisonville (as showed 
on table 01). This information is especially important in the study of connectivity within the 
neighborhood. 
 
The second step in this analysis was the creation of a connectivity diagram. Based on the street 
map, we identified all the intersection contained within and on the neighborhood boundary (as 
showed on map 02). Intersection was defined as any intersection between streets except those 
formed by a cul-de-sac type of street. Also, we identified all the access points around the 
neighborhood boundary. As access points we considered any point from where one can access 
Madisonville from adjacent areas. We have excluded, however, access points that are originated 
by dead-end streets. The creation of this diagram allows the visual and numerical analysis of how 
well interconnected the neighborhood is and how accessible it is from other areas. 
 
The interconnection within the neighborhood boundary was analyzed using three indicators: 
street density, internal connectivity and amount of cul-de-sacs (as showed on table 02). Street 
density was measured as the total linear mileage of streets divided by the neighborhood’s total 
area in square miles. The larger this number is the more area is covered by streets, and therefore, 
the better the connectivity is. Internal connectivity was measured by the total number of 
intersections divided by the neighborhood’s total area in square miles. The larger this indicator is 
the more intersections the neighborhood has and the better it is interconnected. The amount of 
cul-de-sacs was obtained by dividing the total length of cul-de-sacs in miles by the total street 
length also in miles. This ratio gives us an index that can also be converted into percentage and it 
represents the percentage of cul-de-sacs of the total streets in the neighborhood. Since cul-de-
sacs are streets with only one inlet/outlet, therefore not well connected to the street network, the 
higher the cul-de-sacs percentage, the worst the connectivity within the neighborhood. 
 
Accessibility was analyzed by using the external connectivity indicator. External connectivity was 
measured by dividing the perimeter of the neighborhood’s boundary by the total number of 
access points. The result of this ratio indicates the distance between two access points. 
Therefore, the smaller the external connectivity indicator, the more accessible the neighborhood 
is. 
 



The third and final step of this analysis took into consideration the characteristics of the public 
transit in Madisonville. The map of public transit was created using information from the 
Southwest Ohio Transit Authority website (www.sorta.com). According to the website, Madisonville 
is served by three routes, #11 Madison Road, #12X Madisonville Express and #69 Mariemont 
Madisonville. To locate all the bus stops of the three routes on the map, we used the tool ‘trip 
planner/location lookup’ that gives the nearest transit stops serving a certain location. Therefore, 
by inputting in the website several locations within the neighborhood, we could locate all the bus 
stops (as showed on map 03). Bus stops serving two or three routes were counted twice or three 
times. The characteristics of the public system were defined by three indicators: transit use, 
transit intensity and transit coverage 9as showed on table 03). Transit use is defined as the 
percentage of the worker population over 16 years old that commute by public transit. This 
information for the year 2000 was obtained from the Social Explorer website 
(www.socialexplorer.com). Transit intensity was measured as the ratio between the total number 
of population and the total number of bus stops. The final number indicates the number of people 
served per bus stop, the higher the number the higher the transit intensity. Finally, transit 
coverage was measured as the percentage of residential units within ¼ miles of a bus stop. This 
indicates how well pedestrian accessible public transit is to the residents of Madisonville. The 
higher the percentage of transit coverage the better the neighborhood is served by public transit 
and the more accessible it is. 
 
  
Madisonville Facts: 
 

 Area: 2.4 square miles 

 Population: 11,355 

 Population of workers over age 16: 5,269 (or 46.5% of the total population) 

 Total street length: 60.4 miles 

 Boundary perimeter: 9.44 miles 

 Number of intersections: 262 

 Number of access points: 17 

 Number of bus stops: 58 

 Number of residential units: 4,304 
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Table 01 

Street Network 
  cul-de-

sacs local connectors arterial total 

Length 
(sq. miles) 5.12 44.00 7.06 4.22 60.40 

Percentage 8% 73% 12% 7% 100% 
 

 
Street Network Description and Analysis 
 
The map above shows the distribution, pattern and classes of 
streets in Madisonville. By observing the map, we can identify 
the predominance of a rectangular grid pattern with few 
diagonals and curvilinear streets. There is a higher 
concentration of streets in the east portion of the 
neighborhood. According to the land use map (map 04), that represents the densest residential 
area. The left portion of the neighborhood, on the other hand, is occupied predominantly by 



industrial, institutional and office uses with larger parcels and blocks. Two arterials cross the 
neighborhood in the north-south (Red Bank Expy.) and east-west (Madison Rd.) directions 
intersecting slightly to the left of the center of Madisonville. Although arterials are the least 
representative type of street (7% of the total street length), their location running through the 
community in opposite directions, facilitates the neighborhood’s connection to farther areas. The 
predominant type of street in Madisonville is local streets (73% of the total street length), which is 
often expected in a mainly residential neighborhood. Although there is a freeway (I-71) running 
adjacent to the boundary on the northwest edge, it was not included in the chart above because it 
is not located within the neighborhood’s boundary. However, the freeway plays an important role 
in terms of accessibility, as explained in the next paragraphs. 
 
Map 02 

 
 
Table 02 

Connectivity 

Street density Internal 
Connectivity Cul-de-Sacs External 

Connectivity 

25 109 0.08 0.56 



Connectivity Description and Analysis 
 
Observing the map above, we can verify that the street network is more continuous in the east 
portion of the neighborhood than it is in the west. That is not only a consequence of the higher 
street density in the east part as observed in map 01, but it also a result of the fewer number of 
connectors in the west part. To the west of Red Bank Expy., there are few connectors and local 
streets and many cul-de-sacs. 
 
Besides, there is a large number of intersections in Madisonville, however they are concentrated 
in the northeast portion. This is, again, related to the higher street density in that area and fewer 
cul-de-sacs. Cul-de-sacs represent 8% of the total street length in the neighborhood. Although this 
does not seem to be a high percentage, the large number of cul-de-sacs where the street density 
is lower (i.e. south and west) may cause these areas to be less interconnected. In other words, 
the percentage of cul-de-sacs as presented in chart 01 does not consider the distribution of cul-
de-sacs throughout the neighborhood; therefore, some areas may have higher percentage of cul-
de-sacs considering their lower street density. In this way, we can conclude by looking at map 02 
that the east part of Madisonville is well interconnected with several continuous streets and high 
number of intersections. However, the west part is less interconnected due to lower street density 
and number of intersections. This characteristic is also a result of the land use (map 04), 
population density and size of parcels and blocks in that area. The industrial uses concentrated 
west of Red Bank Expy. are not well connected to other areas in the neighborhood, however, they 
are well connected to farther areas beyond Madisonville’s boundary through the Interstate 71 
and the two arterials. 
 
In general, according to table 02, Madisonville is well interconnected with 262 intersections and 
a street density of 25. Also, the neighborhood can be considered to be easily accessible from the 
surrounding areas. The 17 access points identified around Madisonville’s boundary are 0.5 miles 
apart, in average. However, once again, the indicator does not consider the spatial distribution of 
access points. The distance between access points is smaller in some areas (north and east) and 
higher in others (southwest and northwest). That is due to the presence of the Interstate 71 on 
the northwest area and the lower street density on the southwest area. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Map 03 

 
 
 
Table 03 

Public Transit  

Transit Use 
(% of workers over age 16) 

Transit Intensity 
(people per bus stop)

Transit Coverage 
(% of residential units) 

7% 196 96% 

 
 
Public Transit Description and Analysis 
 
There are currently three bus routes serving Madisonville: #11 Madison Rd., #12X Madisonville 
Express and #69 Madisonville Marimont. Routes #11 and #12X have the same trajectory within 
the neighborhood and the bus stops of those routes are concentrated along Madison Rd. The bus 
stops of the route #69 are concentrated on Erie Ave, Whetsel St. and Plainville St. 
 



Means of Transportation Used to Commute
(percentage of the population of workers over age 16)

87%

7%
2% 4%

car/van/truck
public transportation
work at home
other means

Although 96% of the residential units are located 
in a walkable distance from a bus stop, only 7% 
of the residents commute by public transit. This 
percentage, less than the city’s average of 10%, 
could be explained by several factors including 
the bus routes and schedules not meeting the 
residents’ needs. Although there are three routes 
serving the community, all three of them connect 
Madisonville to downtown area. Someone 
working in other areas of the city, such as east, 
southwest and north or in the suburbs would not 
be able to commute by transit.  Also, the buses of 
routes #11 and 12X run only every 30 minutes 
and the buses of route #69 run only every 40 
minutes during peak hours. In addition, the areas 
within the neighborhood where industries, offices 
and institutional and educational building are located are not well served by public transit. 
Therefore, someone who lives in the neighborhood and works in the northwest or southwest 
areas would not be able to commute by public transit. Also, residents of the northwest area do not 
have access to the route #69 at the same time that residents of the southeast area do not have 
access to the routes #11 and #12X.  Other factors that could also influence the residents’ 
decision in using or not the public transit are quality of service, delays, cost-benefit and time-
efficiency. 
 
 
Therefore, even though the map shows that almost all Madisonville residents have access to at 
least one bus stop and that the three routes are spatially well distributed throughout the 
neighborhood, rather than concentrated in one region, the chart indicates that 87% of the 
residents commute by private automobile.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Map 04 
 

MADISONVILLE LAND USE 
 

 
 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
The maps above show that street network, connectivity and public transit coverage in 
Madisonville are related to land uses and population density. The area east of Red Bank Expy (the 
arterial that runs north-south) presents higher street density, larger number of intersections, 
smaller distance between access points and larger number of bus stops. In terms of land use, 
that area represents the densest residential area and could be referred to as the core of the 
neighborhood since it is also where the NBD is located (along Madison Rd.). Uses on the left 
portion of the neighborhood, such as industrial, institutional and offices are not very well 
connected to the rest of the neighborhood, however, they can be well accessible from the 
Interstate 71 or from the arterials Red Bank Expy and Madison Rd. Therefore, this region is better 
connected to farther areas than to the community itself. The public transit, although covering 96% 
of the total number of units with three routes and 58 bus stops, is used as means of 
transportation to commute by only 7% of the residents. As explained above, this number can be a 
result of problems inherent to the characteristics of the system in Madisonville and/or general 
problems of the public transit system in Cincinnati. 
 


